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Counselling and Psychotherapy
in Kent, near Canterbury
For Adults, Children, Adolescents and Families
Experience in Life and Relationships can leave anyone
feeling stuck, wounded or confused
Therapy can be a healing process through talking, play therapy,
sandplay and other creative approaches.

We offer an emotionally holding therapeutic experience for Children,
Adolescents, Adults, Couples and Families, where you may engage
in deepening your understanding of yourself, your relationships
and your experiences in life.
Therapy provides an opportunity to heal very painful, sometimes
traumatising experiences and relationships and to address what
may feel like overwhelming feelings and circumstances in your
own way and at your own pace.

Sasha Rosen, MA, UKAHPP, UKCP
Colm O’Hanrahan, MBACP (Accred) Reg. 011078
Email: AlchemyPsychotherapy@gmail.com Tel: 07891 311 583

Accredited Training in
Clinical Hypnotherapy and
NLP and Life Coaching
with The Kent College of
Hypnotherapy
Diploma in Clinical Hypnotherapy
Accredited by the Hypnotherapy Association
also training courses in
NLP, CBT, Life Coaching, Past Life Regression.
Come and sit in on a Taster day.
Training is with 10 or less students
in an informal atmosphere.
Therapist in a different field?
Add on training available
Venue: Near Maidstone, Kent.

Telephone: 01732 846374
email: patwhitson@uwclub.net
www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk

A collective mix of

“Wonderfulness”
We have an extensive range of crystals,
silver, silver and stone jewellery.
incense, oils, clothing and gorgeous
gifts from around the world.
Green Men, Fairies and of course
always Unicorns.
Tel: 01622 692322
Come and see us at:
6A The Corn Exchange,
Market Building, Maidstone
ME14 1HP
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Kent Connexions

Kent Connexions is published by Designbox Studio Ltd. We would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you to the autumn edition of the magazine.
Kent Connexions has been a leading light across the County for over twenty two
years for seekers of alternative solutions to physical, spiritual or emotional unease.
Our intention is to inform, guide and inspire you to explore the many and varied
alternative therapeutic options that are available in Kent today.

We would love to hear your views, ideas or discoveries and
invite you to email us for inclusion.
Wishing you peace and good fortune, The Editor

Email: studio@kentconnexions.com
www.kentconnexions.com
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Reiki Master, Energy Healer

Mindful Mindful Panda
Mindfulness workshops for children
and parents from 6-16 years old and beyond.
Meditation and breath work support groups.

Looking for a career change?
Facilitator training, training to run your own
Mindful Mindful Panda workshops available.
t: 07919 191375
e: hello@reikirussell.co.uk
w: www.reikirussell.co.uk

Next 8 week MBSR and MBCT courses start in
November, January and March in Hythe. £120 per course
or £20 per session. Each session lasts 2.5 hours.

See website for more details: www.mymindfulness.net
Further enquiries by email to: info@mymindfulness.net

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Maidstone Spiritual Development Centre

Saturday 24th November
12:00 noon till 5:00pm

CHRISTMAS PSYCHIC
FAYRE
We will have plenty of Mediums giving
readings, Angel and Tarot Card readings,
Aura Photography, Numerology, Healing and
Complementary Therapies, Crafts, Candles,
Crystals, Aloe Vera products, etc., etc.
Scrumptious refreshments available all day.
Madginford Hall, Egremont Road (behind the
row of shops), Bearsted, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 8LH. Admission is £3.00.
For any information, please contact
Steve Clark at stephenclark07@aol.com
We look forward to seeing you all there.
W: www.msdc.org.uk
E: msdc@msdc.org.uk
T: 07925 998065/01634 386472

Palmist

Miranda of Margate
l Tasseomancy l Crystal Ball
l Runes & Cards
£15 Short Reading £25 Long Reading

&
&

01843 449474
07550 077273
by appointment only

The Green Booth
Fort Road Yard, Margate. CT9 1HF

www.macalevy-magic.co.uk
email: MacalevyMagic@gmail.com
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The Little Sanctuary
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Courses and Workshops
Tarot and Card Readings
Mediumship
Holistic Treatments
Incense
Gifts

Tel: 01634 829522
Visit our shop to find so much more
2b Crow Lane, Rochester
Kent ME1 1RF

Find Your
Wellbeing
WITH REIKI
Let me help you to relax and
manage your stress so that you
move from tension and pressure to
inner peace and balance.
Contact: Vicky McLelland, BSc PhD
Reiki Master Teacher, Stress Consultant
and Health and Wellbeing Coach
T: 07584 088831
E: VickyMcLelland@aol.com
W: www.vickymclelland.moonfruit.com/

I teach Reiki Parts 1 and 2,
contact me for details
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Finding the right
therapist for you-The
importance of rapport
By Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHP
If you look at the two pictures above and
pretend that they have different faces,
which one would you be more drawn to?
What thoughts, beliefs and perhaps
stereotypes do you have for each?
Which one, if either, would you choose to be
your therapist?
Although most people would not choose a
therapist by good looks alone (hopefully!) how
we look and present ourselves, tells a story to
everyone we meet. Researchers have found
that we make a decision about someone in
the first seven seconds of meeting. This is
somewhat of a throwback but was a
necessary requirement in our more primal
days. We had to immediately decide whether
another person was friend or foe. A wrong
decision could be a matter of life and death.
What else do we have to go on when initially
selecting a therapist if it is not their profile
and picture?
Interestingly enough you will look at the
pictures first.
So despite never having met me, you may feel
in the first photo that I may appear more
professional for example. This is the first
judgement that you may make when looking
for a therapist - how you feel about them as a
professional person. Some people may feel
comfortable with a more informal and relaxed
therapist whilst others equate a professional
clinician to be a man, a person ‘suited and
booted’ or even wearing a white coat.
It is not only vital that you choose the right

therapy for your issue but vital also to choose the
right therapist to suit your personality. A man
presenting with a sexual problem for example,
may not feel comfortable with a female
therapist or even an Alpha male type. Every
client and every therapist is unique and the
importance of a connection and hence rapport
between the two cannot be over-estimated.
It is important to develop a good rapport
between you both, in order to improve your
chances for a successful outcome. Rapport
means developing mutual trust and respect. It
also means creating an environment in which the
client feels totally safe and secure.
Rapport also includes a mutual empathy and
understanding of how each other communicates
and operates so that no misunderstandings can
occur. You may be telling your therapist your
deepest, darkest secrets and so it will serve you
well to invest a little time on exploring several
therapists and your prejudices before choosing.
Feel confident enough to ring and chat to the
therapist first.
Use recommendation and word of mouth to get a
real insight into the therapist, their personal
style and how they work. Make a list of pertinent
questions to ask: Are they solution focused, for
example? You have all the power as the client
and it is you who should make a considered
decision in order to achieve the most desirable
outcome and experience from your therapy.
Theresa Borg is a professional and experienced
Clinical Hypnotherapist, Life Coach and Teacher.
See www.positivelyoyous.com or contact her on
borgter@gmail.com for more details.

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Amazing Benefits of Practising
Whether you choose to use YouTube videos,
decide to make an investment in Skype
yoga classes or opt for having bespoke
yoga videos made...the benefits of yoga can
be huge and even life-changing.
Here are my top 4 reasons as to why
practising at home can be so beneficial to
your body, mind and soul. All of these
benefits are what I have personally
experienced over 4 years of practising
yoga at home.
1. Your time:
You have the freedom to choose when you
practice - making it much easier to fit it in
and around your work schedule and social
life. Doing this can help you develop a more
rounded and consistent practice, as all
those excuses for not being able to
make it to class on time are out the
window!

66

2. Your Space:
You can choose where to practice - whether
it's the living room, bedroom, or perhaps
even in the garden (if the weather permits).
Another great thing is when it comes to
yoga, you don't need a lot of space. So, even
if you're on holiday, yoga can happen in a
hotel, beside the pool or in its beautiful
grounds. And again, no more excuses about
having to get to the studio...because you
live in the studio!
3. Your clothes:
Wear what you like, even your PJs will do!
After all, who's looking? So long as the
clothes you have on are comfortable and
non-restrictive, you're good to go.
4. Your Pace:
No more trying to keep up with the
class or the teacher, you can pause a
video whenever you need to - giving
the time you need to adjust and
work out a pose. Or, you can ask

l Email: studio@kentconnexions.com l Tel: 01622 757111 l www.kentconnexions.com

Yoga at Home.
by Candace Austin (YogaCandi)

your private Skype tutor to slow down and
back up a little. A home yoga practice
means the practice becomes yours on a
much deeper level - you'll have more time
and space to tune in to the inner body and
really find what feels right for you. There's
no-one around to compare yourself with, so
the whole practice can be done at your
pace, your level, with no judgements, and
no pressure.
What are you waiting for?! Yoga is for
everyone! Visit: www.yogacandi.com

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Healing & Meditation
H E A L I N G
In nature, every living thing from plants to
trees, animals to insects, fishes to birds,
people, the elements, the Earth and the
Universe has a measurable energy. Some
call it ‘Life Force’ or ‘Spiritual Source’,
others have their own name for it; but no
matter the name or where it comes from,
this energy can be felt and seen. Healers
know it is there because they can feel it,
know it and channel it for the good of others.
Hands-on healing is a powerful energy
connection between the healer, the person
or animal receiving it, and the source of the
measurable energy. This connection assists
the body’s natural self-healing system, and
aids the body to smooth out any physical,
emotional, mental or spiritual problems, to
help get the person, or animal, right back
on track.
Healing is complementary to orthodox
medical and veterinary treatment and
advice, and is not intended as a substitute.
More than 400 clinical studies have taken
place into healing, and you can read details
of the results of some of these on my
website.

M E D I T A T I O N
Practised in many eastern cultures since
ancient times, meditation became popular
in the west in the 1900’s. During
meditation, the blood flow is directed to
the parasympathetic nervous system. This
is the part of the brain that triggers
relaxation, slowing the pulse, and
conserving energy. It counteracts the
effects of the sympathetic nervous system
known as the ‘fight, flight or freeze’
response.
8

Through meditation, we can bring the
whole of our being into harmony and
balance. Regular practise helps to keep us
centred, and able to cope better with the
changes and challenges of daily life.
In our weekly sessions, I use creative
visualisation, leading you on a journey, to a
place where you can experience deep
relaxation of mind and body. Once in this
deep state, you can become centred and
focused, allowing you to think clearly, find
understanding and solutions to problems,
and to heal yourself.
‘Meditation can help us embrace our
worries, our fear, our anger; and that is very
healing. We let our own natural capacity of
healing do the work’ – Thich Nhat Hanh.
Graham Davies has been interested and
involved in the fields of healing and
complementary therapies for more than
thirty years. He has studied and trained in
many disciplines, which he continues to
research. Graham has practised meditation
for many years, as well as leading groups in
meditation. He also uses his experience of
meditation in one-to-one sessions.
Healer Member of The International
Healing Fellowship
Diploma in Advanced Counselling Skills
He also holds: Diploma in Indian Head
Massage; Diploma in Body Massage;
Certificate in Life Coaching; Certificate in
Bach Flower Remedies. Although no longer
practising these specific therapies, he
brings his experience of them into sessions
when appropriate.
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com
www.number11therapycentre.co.uk
Tel: 0785 613 3584
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Massage Therapist and Spiritual Healer
Treatments per hour
Sports massage............................ £40
Swedish massage........................ £30
Hot Stone massage...................... £45
Tailored massage......................... £40
Thai massage............................... £40
Reiki healing................................ £40
Chakra balance and healing........ £40
Treatments per 30 minutes
Myofascial release........................£35
Back neck and shoulders............. £24
Indian head massage...................£25
Relaxing feet and hand massage£25
Face and scalp massage...............£25

Reiki Master Courses for
attunements 1 and 2 available.
Please contact for details.
Fully qualified and insured
07730 511314
cheriedixon@hotmail.co.uk

Cherie Dixon

A little abo

u t me

!
Just do it!
“14 years ago I put
my fear of going back to
college (after 25 years of leaving
school) behind me and ‘just
did it’ – I ploughed myself into
studying holistic therapy. Since
then my spiritual journey has grown
from strength to strength. I had to believe
in faith and myself to do so.
I have enjoyed healing and giving
guidance to many along the way
and had the good fortune to meet
many wonderful friends.”

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Are you SAD at this time of year?
Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) is a
seasonal form of depression sometimes
called ‘winter blues’, or ‘winter depression’
and symptoms generally start around
autumn/winter time.Women tend to suffer
from this condition more than men.
If your sleep patterns, appetite and mood
change every year, usually in the winter
months, you may have SAD.
There are several treatments you can try
to help ease your SAD symptoms.
SAD symptoms are similar to those for
other types of depression and may
include any of the following:

l Feeling low and losing interest in your
day to day activities

l Feeling hopeless, helplessness,
l
l
l
l

If your symptoms are relatively mild, you
could try making small changes to your
lifestyle:
Spend more time outdoors in the daylight
– maybe walking at lunchtime
Take regular exercise, preferably outside,
as this can help with depression.
Try to work as near to daylight as possible
(i.e.by a window)
Eat a healthy balanced diet.

Light therapy
Some people find that light therapy
improves their SAD symptoms and if
you’re interested in trying it, you will need
to purchase a lightbox.
Light therapy exposes you to bright
artificial light to compensate for the
shortage of natural daylight in winter. The
idea is that providing bright light
encourages your body to produce certain
chemicals and hormones that can lift your
mood.

Treatment for seasonal affective disorder
(SAD)
Aswell as treating in a similar way to
depression there are other options:

The light comes from a specially made
lightbox. If you are keen to try light
therapy, do make sure that you use a
lightbox that’s been specifically designed
for SAD therapy because the light in these
lightboxes is much brighter than a normal
light bulb. It's similar to natural daylight,
but it won't harm your eyes or skin
because it doesn’t include ultraviolet
(UV) light.

l Self-help
l Light therapy
l Cognitive behavioural therapy

If light therapy is of help to you use it
every autumn as it could stop your
symptoms appearing in the first place.

l
l
l
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worthless, or guilty
Finding concentration levels low
Having little energy and feeling
lethargic throughout the day
Finding it difficult to wake up in the
morning and sleeping more than usual
Eating more than usual, especially
carbohydrates
Losing interest in sex
Feeling less sociable
Feeling anxious.

Self-help
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Cognitive behavioural
therapy
(CBT) is a talking therapy that can change
how you think and what you do. It works
well for depression, and may help you to
manage your SAD symptoms. It may even
stop your SAD symptoms coming back
each year.
CBT can change your thinking and what
you do. It aims to identify and challenge
how you think about yourself, others and
the world that we live in.
You may have CBT in a group or as a
one-to-one session. Each session usually
lasts around an hour and you may have
one session every week for a number of
weeks, depending on your individual
circumstances. After each session, you

may be given some homework, such as
doing some exercises.
CBT sessions are also available using a
computer programme or self-help books or
over the telephone.
Your risk of developing SAD may be related
to how your body responds to changes in
daylight during the autumn and winter.
Light stimulates a part of your brain called
the hypothalamus. If you have SAD, a lack
of light may stop your hypothalamus from
working properly. Reduced daylight may
delay your body clock, which affects your
sleep, body temperature, hormone levels
and mood. You're more likely to have SAD
if you live further away from the equator.
This is because the farther from the
equator you are, the fewer daylight hours
there are in winter.

Head 2 Toe Therapies
Specialist in Neck, Back, and Sports Injury

l Sports Massage
l Injury Treatments
l Trapped Nerve Treatments

your first
10%off treatment

www.head2toetherapies.co.uk

l
l
l

Pregancy Massage
Reflexology
Indian Head Massage

07906 330852
Location: Headcorn, Ashford

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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G u id e d I mag er y
Guided imagery is used to focus the mind,
induce relaxation & shift attention away
from the external environment, which can
help to reduce anxiety, manage stress, and
sleep better.
There is substantial scientific evidence that
guided imagery can boost the immune
system. Visualisation and Mindfulness
Meditation exercises may help to control
anxiety in people undergoing cancer
treatment. Evidence shows an
improvement in emotional & psychological
states helping to ease anxiety and fears
about radiotherapy and surgery.
In 2012 an American study looked at
guided imagery for patients having
radiotherapy for breast cancer. The study
found that patients who had guided
imagery had lower blood pressure, lower
pulse rates, lower breathing, higher skin
temperature...which showed that they felt
more relaxed. Hot flushes were reduced,

12

less anxiety and quality of life improved.
Psychoneuroimmunology is the scientific
study of the interaction between emotions
(psyche), the neurological system (the
brain, spinal cord and the nervous system)
and the immune system. This is based on
research discovery, by neurobiologist
Candace Pert, in the 1970’s. She found that
the brain and body were linked chemically
and the immune system is influenced by
this connection. According to Pert, “When
you are in a state of mental anxiety or
stress for long periods of time, the immune
system becomes suppressed due to high
levels of the stress hormone, cortisol,
leading to chronic illness such as cancer.”

Guided Imagery: ‘A Special Place’
“Prepare yourself for an experience of
peace and calm… sit or lie down in a
comfortable position. Loosen any
constrictive clothing and begin to shed the
cares that keep you from feeling at your
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best. Take a deep breath in through your
nose and hold it for a few seconds...and let
it out through your mouth with a sigh...
Again inhale through your nose and let go
of the breath with a relaxing sigh... Do this
a few times and each time, let the
relaxation that you are beginning to feel
grow a little deeper…
Now use your mind to scan your body for
tension. Starting at the top of your head &
slowly working down to the soles of your
feet, notice whenever your muscles are
holding on. If you feel tightness or
hardness, invite in looseness & softness.
Your muscles have no need to work hard
right now. So let them have some time off.
Invite your muscles to become soft and
flexible. They are strong when they need to
be but right now they rest with the
gentleness of a flower floating on water…
As you scan your body, let go, and allow
your body to settle into a comfortable
position with no holding on, no grasping,
just peace and alignment with the forces of
nature. Your breath is calm and relaxed.
Your head and arms, legs and torso have

settled in gently to a position of complete
relaxation.
Now create in your mind a beautiful place.
This is a special place that you can go to in
your mind to find refuge from your cares.
You might select a tropical beach, a
mountain meadow, or a forest glade.
Maybe it is a lovely garden or some other
safe, peaceful place you enjoy. SEE yourself
in this place on a perfect summer day, the
sky is blue and there are a few white puffy
clouds. You can FEEL a gentle breeze on
your skin.
The temperature is just right for you to be
perfectly comfortable. You can HEAR
nearby the sound of water. Take a moment
to LISTEN. What else can you hear? Perhaps
you can hear the gentle call of birds or the
rustling of leaves. What can you SMELL in
this place? Is there a scent, perhaps of
flowers in the breeze?
Spend as much time as you like in this
place. Rest. Be at peace and know that you
can always come back here any time you
wish for respite and relaxation...

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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When you are ready, in your mind, look for a
foot path that leads away from the spot
where you have been resting. Take a walk
on this path. It will take you to another
place, also peaceful place, but this is a
place to meet someone very special. Here
you will meet a Being of great wisdom and
love. Follow the path in your mind until it
comes to an open space. SEE this place as
covered with grass, and on the grass is an
exquisitely woven carpet. Upon the carpet
rest a number of beautiful silk pillows. You
know in your mind that you are going to
make yourself comfortable on the carpet
and pillows. So situate yourself in this
meeting place and know that everything
there is for you to use as you see fit. Look
around and see what is there. SEE this place
as filled with wonderful crystal clear light.
Everything is bright and colourful. You see
green grass and green leaves. Flowers
bloom and their scent is very pleasant.
Imagine now that you are inviting into this
wonderful place a Being of great wisdom
and compassion. Because you are seeking
understanding, this Being is pleased to
come to you. Soon you find that seated
across from you is someone whose heart is
full of love and whose mind is pure and
wise. You look into their eyes and see love.
It is as if their whole body radiates light and
love. From the area of their heart a bright
light shines directly into your heart. You feel
in that light a warm and kindly energy. A
sense of well-being builds up in your heart
and spreads through your whole body. From
top to bottom you are filled with a loving
light that glows into every cell in your body.

14

Every cell, every muscle in your body is
touched by healing love.
Now perhaps you have a question for this
wise one. Perhaps something has been
troubling you and you need an answer.
Perhaps some thought or emotion has been
a stumbling block to your development. You
are free to ask whatever you would like.
Form your question and then listen very
carefully.. Take as much time as you need.
Be open to whatever arises from the source
of wisdom.
Feel free to have a dialogue with this
friendly Being with whom you share this
special place. Perhaps you would like to
spend time with them quietly. When you
feel that you are finished, prepare to leave
this place.
Return your attention to your body. As you
count 1 to 5…. feel yourself in your body
again. Take a deep breath and let it out.
Clench your fists. Stretch your arms and
legs and open your eyes.
Fully back to every day consciousness...wide
awake, alert and feeling wonderful!
I hope that you have enjoyed this beautiful
guided meditation and visualisation….
which is an example of the relaxing, calm
approach I use in therapy sessions.
I will be pleased to see you at my
seaside clinic in Whitstable, Kent.
Ann Hamilton- Artemis hypnotherapy –
www.artemishypnotherapy.com
07510222827
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Take control
of your life!

Tailor made therapy solutions to help you to
get to the root cause of your emotional or
psychological distress to resolve it.

Anxiety, anger management, stopping smoking,
relationship difficulties, weight management,
phobias, amongst many others can be
addressed with this calm, relaxing and
transformational therapy.

Contact Artemis Hypnotherapy
for a one to one
consultation to
release, rebalance
and resolve your
issues.

info@artemishypnotherapy.com
www.artemishypnotherapy.com Ann Hamilton: 07510222827

Our farm has a shop which is open all
year round plus
a seasonal
Pick Your
Own
Pumpkin patch
open from Monday
22nd October
Stanhill Farm
Birchwood Road, Wilmington, Dartford Kent, DA2 7HD
Tel: 01322 669711

www.stanhillfarm.co.uk/boxmaster/shop
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Planetary Ascension and the
‘Golden Keys from Melchizedek’
Before we go into any
great depth we shall
discuss ascension
briefly so you may
have greater
understanding of
the cosmos and
the depths that
the cosmos reaches.
As dear reader, this is only one realm of
existence you may incarnate upon. The
cosmos is great and creation of such began
with planets known as the inner realms.
The inner realms of existence are held
within the space time continuum nearest to
creator’s light. They are held by the
astounding love light, the resonance of
creation, and known by their vibration and
the sound of Om that oscillates throughout.
Holding all planets in the resonance of
which they find themselves there are
certain grid systems, they all lead back to
one Source, that of the Creator.
Earth for many, many millennia has been
locked into a specific grid system further
away from the vibrational resonance of Om,
a lower vibrational planet due to sentient
life’s limited understanding of the ‘Laws of
the Universes.’ Om is the very sound of life
force energy and vibrates throughout all
realms and spheres. It is the crux of all
things.
During this time in creation source has
decreed that this planet will rise back to the
bosom of love light, and in doing so grid
structures must be cleared.
16

This return is mainly due to consciousness
rising upon this realm. Many sentient
beings raised and continue to raise their
vibration. The vibration of emotions
thoughts and utterances can not be
underestimated, as all hold a vibration
during this time of ascension.

So who is Melchizedek and
what are the Golden Keys I
hear you ask?
Melchizedek may be known to some, and
holds the essence of love light and all the
attributes, that Creator finds so dear.
Melchizedek is the overseer of the universes
and aids in time of ascension due to his
great knowledge of the cosmos. He holds
various roles throughout the cosmos and
many sentient beings work under ‘The order
of Melchizedek’.
Within the vaults of the Akashic realm there
lies the Keys of Creation.
We discuss now the keys that are held
within the Akashic realm, within vaults in
the great living library. Source created the
Akashic realm so that no sentient
experience could be lost. It is within the
Akashic sphere that journeys are recalled on
returning home. Free will is part of the
creational codes, so sentient can learn and
grow from experience, positive and
negative.
Within inner realms all are aware of such
keys, within many outer spheres this is not
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Have You Ever
Wondered about
the Mystery of
Life??

Sarah Massiah oﬀers new spiritual
book and healing system to aid
enlightenment on the souls’
ascension journey!

Visit:
www.master-key-system.com
or www.starlighttherapies.com

Telephone Sarah on: 07432 106846

so. The keys are being offered back to this
planet now so that many may clear up past
emotional responses, beliefs and contracts.
Generational patterns are also cleared and
a new resonance is introduced into the
energy field. This does not detract from the
lessons learnt but gives the sentient
emotional freedom to live in a lighter,
loving vibration free from entrapments of
the past.
We remind you all that there are many
healing modalities that you may utilise to
clear up the past, heal and live life in a
different way. We ask you to consider
previous times within your history, many of
which have long been forgotten and even
mythicized. Of which we are talking of
Lemerian and Atlantian times. We discuss
this now and state within this text there are
many ways back to the light, and this was a

failing of the elders during these periods of
history whom thought their way, was the
only way. We state to you such tools have
been given but the message remains the
same. You are all one, and so all those
awakened to the truth must work as one
together to raise the vibrations of this
planet without the belief one gift is greater
than another.
Sarah’s book can now be brought from
Amazon, Barnes and Noble and other large
online retailers. She especially enjoys aiding
clients to ‘step into their light and lay down
a new resonance, that of love and joy’, she
reports. You may learn more about her
services and book by visiting:
www.starlighttherapies.com and
www.master-key-system.com

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Take care of your body – it’s the
only place you have to live!
How true are these
words, yet how many of
us put ourselves way
down that list of
priorities to the point
where we start to feel
constantly unwell?
Your days and weeks may be a constant
whirl of busy, leaving you feeling like a
hamster on a wheel. Or you may have
regular aches and pains, yet this becomes
your new ‘normal’ and you just accept this
is how you’re going to feel from now on.
If this sounds familiar, maybe it’s time to
start listening to your body? Our bodies
are brilliant at adapting and so we continue
to push on with our busy lives, often so
caught up in our minds that we forget to
listen to our body.

18

Self-care is essential if we are to stay
healthy, in order to do all we need and want
to do in our lives.
Self-care isn't indulgent - it's a necessity.
We shouldn't feel guilty for having a bit of
time for ourselves in order to recharge the
mind and body, or to deal with something
which is causing concern, be it a bad back,
headaches, hormonal issues, feeling stuck
in a rut, etc. If self-care has a positive
impact on the rest of your life, that's got to
be a good thing, right?
Just having 'time out' for yourself can be a
positive and vital part of your day or week.
This may be going for a walk, getting out on
your bike, painting, meditating or just
meeting a friend for coffee.
You may also want to take your health into
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your own hands and book a visit to The
Healing Tree.
At The Healing Tree, I like to work
holistically and tailor the treatments to
your priorities. These can change week to
week, so I assess what may benefit you the
most from each session.
Self-care is an act of self-love - and if we
feel happy, content and healthy within
ourselves, this can only impact positively
on those around you.
So, remember, you only have one body –
look after it, nurture it and be kind to
yourself.
Lorraine Prescott, Holistic Therapist,
Life Coach and Animal Healer
Discover more at:
www.healingtreetherapy.net

If you would like to
advertise in
Kent Connexions
Magazine or our Website
please contact:
01622 757111

Get glowing inside and out at
The Healing Tree
Do you feel the colder months take their
toll on your skin and well-being, leaving
you feeling and looking tired?

non-invasive tools such as Guasha, Zone
Face Lift really is the creme de la creme of
facial treatments.

Zone Face Lift could be your answer and is just
one of the therapies offered by The Healing
Tree. Quoted by The Sunday Express as
"a spiritual facial ... unlike any other, the
effects were immediate."

This holistic facial treatment promotes
well-being from the inside-out and the
benefits can be felt from one session.

Combining facial reflexology, Asian
body-mapping, face-lift massage and

Sign up to the 12 week programme and you
have the potential to look 10 years younger naturally and without a botox needle in
sight! See website for discounted price.
To book an appointment or to
discuss further, please contact:
Lorraine at The Healing Tree
E: thehealingtree@yahoo.co.uk
T: 07790 385809
www.healingtreetherapy.net

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Courses & Groups
BARBARA HUSSONG
Mindfulness - Stress Reduction through Awareness. 8-week course in small groups on
Wednesday evenings; training in being present from moment-to-moment; recognising and
stepping out of automatic patterns and learning how to cope better with stress, anxiety,
long-term illness or pain. Regular home practice supported by CDs and workbook is
essential. Individual face-to-face and distance learning also possible.
Contact: Barbara Hussong on 01622 670587 and at www.barbarahussong.co.uk
Venue: Maidstone
Fee: From £250.00 (some concs).

LIVING SHAMANICALLY: 13 Moons of Shamanic Wisdom Teachings .
Starting on the Dark/New Moon of January 2019 , this very special Sacred Self
Empowerment Course will be shared for 13 Moons from January 2019 - December 2019.
LlVING SHAMANICALLY is a transformational inner journey to Personal Freedom, Self
Empowerment, Healing, Wisdom, Inner Peace and Joy, Living in Balance and Harmony with
ALL our RELATIONS and being aligned with True Purpose: Nurturing the highest Intention of
Working with Self and Spirit for the Healing and Greater Good of All and One .
LIVING SHAMANICALLY 13 Moon Initiation shares in depth Shamanic Wisdom Teachings
that introduce and provide a comprehensive holistic foundation into some of the most
life-changing practices of the Shaman. This will be a small group of 6 participants to
support quality of sharing. There are 4 spaces available. For more information, questions
and details for the exchange please call or email.
Contact: Hazel of the Grove on 01227 637582 or 07884 230541
email hazelshealinggrove@gmail.com
www.hazelshealinggrove.co.ulk
Venue Canterbury
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Diary Dates
Psychic Fayre
Saturday 13th October and Saturday 8th December 2018
Aura Photography, Mediumship, Psychic & Tarot Readings, Angel Card Readings, Tree of Life
Readings, Reflexology + A variety of stalls, including one of the biggest Crystal stalls in Kent +
Refreshments + Disabled facilities
Venue: Wainscott Memorial Hall, Holly Road, Wainscott, Nr. Strood Kent ME2 4LG
Time: 12pm-5pm Entrance fee: £3 Contact: May 01634 727986

KENT COLLEGE OF HYPNOTHERAPY
Sunday 7th October The Virtual Gastric Band CPD
£75.00 West Malling.
Email: patwhitson@uwclub.net Web: www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk
Tel: 07711 140201
Venue: West Malling, Nr. Maidstone.
Sunday 14th October NLP Life Coaching Management Training Accredited
Email: patwhitson@uwclub.net Web: www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk
Tel: 07711 140201
Venue: West Malling, Nr. Maidstone.
Sunday 14th October Sunday 10.30 - 3.30 New Hypnotherapy & NLP Training
Over 22 days commencing 14th October
Email: patwhitson@uwclub.net Web: www.kentcollegeofhypnotherapy.co.uk
Tel: 07711 140201
Venue: West Malling, Nr. Maidstone.
Singing bowls, toning and language of light in Canterbury on Thursdays
and first Sunday of every month at Canterbury Yoga Studio
from 7:15 to 8:45pm £10. Releases limiting memories and raises your vibration to fulfil
your potential. Contact: Nadia Menichetti on Tel: 07564 983415 or
Email: qaholistics@gmail.com or Web: www.qaholistics.com
Shuichuan Zi Ran Qigong every Tuesday in Canterbury from 7:15 to 8:15pm
Natural movements which start from a direct connection with the cosmic energy. £8.
Also Hawaiian Healing Circle same day from 6:00 to 7:00pm. £7
Contact: Nadia Menichetti on Tel: 07564 983415 or
Email: qaholistics@gmail.com or Web: www.qaholistcs.com
To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Directory
Profes
Kent
sional Therap
ists and Practitioners in
Analytical Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy
Ann Hamilton: MA, BSc Hons, DAHP, GHR, CNHC, Dip EMDR, EFT (Advanced), MAAMET, MIACHT, UKRF.
Analytical Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy. Helps you to get to the root cause of your emotional or
psychological distress. Release, rebalance and resolve your issues so that you can get on with your
life. Based in Whitstable, also available in Canterbury & London. Specialisms: Past Life
Regression Therapy, EMDR, Hypnobirthing.
Email: info@artemishypnotherapy.com / www.info@artemishypnotherapy.com /07510222827

Angel Energy
Seonaid Saliba; Chakra balancing using crystals and Angel energy, Soul Plan readings,
Spiritual Counselling, Shamanic Ancestral Healing, Whale and Dolphin essences.
Based in Rochester.
Email: seonaidkarma@yahoo.co.uk - Tel: 07999175556

Aura Imprint Reading
Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Aura Imprint reading in Bromley. Access clues to the root of any deep mental or physical health
issues. See what the karmic, past life or current day issues are that keep you being unable to move
forward, being lost or unworthy. Includes past life reading/healing.
Tel: 07817217085
www.auricreading.co.uk

Bach Flower and Vibrational Essences
Concordia Complementary Therapies
If you feel stuck or have lost your spark, Bach flower essences can help you find your
feet and get your mojo working again. They can also enhance the effectiveness of other
treatment modalities by releasing hidden blocks and opening energetic pathways.
Reflexology and Reiki also offered. Generous discounts for multi-treatment courses
Peter a. Vaughan BFVEA Advanced practitioner. MAR. CNHC registered
01622 679877/07932 435754 Email: concordia@phonecoop.coop Based in Maidstone.
22
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Counselling and Psychotherapy
Barbara Hussong, MSc,, Dip. Biodynamic Psychotherapy, MLSBP,ABMT, UKCP reg.
Biodynamic Psychotherapy and Body Work. Depression, anxiety, lack of energy, psychosomatic
problems, personal and spiritual growth. Mindfulness courses for stress reduction and other
difficulties.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk - Tel: 01622 670587
Graham Davies at Number 11, Diploma in Advanced Counselling.
Counselling provides support in a safe, confidential space, to help you to look at and understand
changes and challenges you may be facing in your life. We will consider how you see your world and
your place in it, through your past experiences, beliefs and ideas; and how you can recognise and let
go of those that no longer serve you.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com www.number11therapycentre.co.uk Tel: 0785 613 3584
Terry Balby - Whitstable Counselling
Whitstable Counselling provides professional, safe and compassionate services for a wide range
of issues including talking therapies, creative arts and relaxation therapies. Registered member of the
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy.
Telephone 07401 816148 Email: terry.68@googlemail.com
Website www.whitstablecounselling.co.uk
Colm O’Hanrahan, BA, reg MBACP (accred.) Cert no. 011078 BISS (Assoc. Member)
I offer Psychotherapy for children & adults with a range of emotional and relationship issues.
As well as providing a listening space and an opportunity to engage in therapeutic insight,
I use creative approaches; play therapy, dream work and Jungian Sandplay Tel: 07891 977 557
Sasha Rosen, UKCP, UKAHPP accred & reg Humanistic/Integrative Psychotherapist;
MA Jungian & Post Jungian Studies. I offer Psychotherapy for Children and Adults;
a supportive, creative approach to understanding and change through talking, play,
Sandplay and the arts. Supervision and training for therapists and trainees. Tel: 07891 311 583

Crystal Therapy
Tania Waller, MCThA, Crystal Therapist
Chakras are invisible energy centres linked to the 7 main endocrine glands of the body. If a chakra is
out of balance we may feel unwell. Nature’s gemstones such as amethyst, quartz and agates colour
match to your chakras and may return your sense of harmony and well-being.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494
To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Healing
Graham Davies at Number 11, Practising Healer Member of The International Healing
Fellowship.
Healing assists the body’s natural self-healing system, and aids the body to smooth out any
physical, mental/emotional and spiritual problems to help get the person, or animal, back on
track. More than 400 clinical studies have taken place into healing, and you can read the details of
the results of some of these on my website. I also offer Meditation, Guidance/Readings and
Counselling.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com www.number11therapycentre.co.uk Tel: 0785 613 3584

Hopi Ear Candling (Thermo-Auricular Therapy)
Tania Waller, MCThA, TATh Registered
A gentle therapy which may benefit upper body problems such as breathing, headaches, sinus
problems, allergies, excess wax, noises in the ear, snoring, may improve balance etc. Relax as the
candle creates a calming, soothing atmosphere with rest period to respond to treatment.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Hypnotherapy
Positively Joyous Clinical Hypnotherapy/ Life coaching in Bromley.
Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Professional service by an experienced therapist of 10 years. Specialities include anxiety, quit
smoking, weight loss, fears, phobias and confidence. Past life regression specialist.
Psychology and Mindfulness Meditation teacher and Reiki healer. Classes and retreats available.
www.positivelyjoyous.com - Tel: 07817217085 - Email: Borgter@gmail.com
Patricia Whitson Adv. D.Hyp. MBSCH (Dist). MTHA. Cert Adv. Kines
Mindconnections Therapy based in West Malling using Hypnotherapy, Life Coaching, NLP, EFT,
EMDR, CBT to enable positive life changes including weight control, phobias, anxiety,habits,
emotional & stress related problems. Also working with children who are very receptive to
hypnotherapy and NLP. Over 20 years in practice.
www.mindconnections.co.uk Tel. 07711140201 email patwhitson@uwclub.net

Indian Head Massage
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Tania Waller, MCThA, Cert ITEC IHM
Working the upper back, neck, shoulders, arms releases stress and tension.
Head/scalp massage soothes and calms the mind and emotions.
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Face and ears clear the senses with stilling, calming movements at the end.
May lead to improved concentration, energy and efficiency.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Massage and Bodywork
Barbara Hussong, MSc, ABMT, Dip. Biodynamic Massage & Psychotherapy, UKCP reg. Biodynamic &
Therapeutic Massage, Reiki Healing fort stress and tension relief, restoring energy levels, deep
relaxation and well being.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk - Tel: 01622 670587

Meditation
Graham Davies at Number 11
Weekly meditation classes on Wednesdays 8pm to 9pm. Cost £4 per session.
In our weekly sessions, I use creative visualisation, leading you on a journey, to a place where you can
experience deep relaxation of mind and body. Once in this deep state, you can become centred and
focussed, allowing you to think clearly, find understanding and solutions to problems, and heal
yourself.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com www.number11therapycentre.co.uk Tel: 0785 613 3584

Metamorphic Technique
Tania Waller. Reg. Metamorphic Technique Practitioner
Need to move on but not sure how? Using a light touch on feet/hands/head MT releases blockages
created whilst in the womb where we first experience emotion. Beneficial during career changes,
house moves, divorce, grief.
Also for pregnant women, and children with learning difficulties.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Naturopathy
Brian Lamb ND, DO
Naturopathy including manipulation, Eeman relaxation technique.
Bereavament counselling (DVD and cassette tape available).
Home visiting in London and the Home Counties.
Flat 4, 13 Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2TD
Also at 23 Aberfan Road, Aberfan, Merthyr Tydfil, CF48 4QN Tel: 01443 300711
Email: LambOfKent@gmail.com Tel: 01303 851067 - Mobile: 07831 295218
To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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Neuroflexology
Tania Waller, MCThA, Founder Member of International Neuroflexology Guild
Connects with nerve Innervations, reducing inflammation, empowering own
healing. Treatment takes 3-4 mins each foot with time for response to
treatment. May help anxious states, panic attacks, joint and mobility problems.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494
Courses for qualified therapists – please see www.neuroflexology.com

Reflexology
Tania Waller, MCThA, Dip IIR(UK)
A wonderful treatment of the feet/hands allowing time for relaxation and de-stressing. Reflexes in the
feet connect with all other parts of the body and this encourages your mind and body and spirit to
re-balance naturally.
Precision Reflexology; VRT (Advanced); Maternity Reflexology Appointments in Swanley, Kent
www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Reiki
Tania Waller, MCThA, EMBODY Reg’d & Approved Reiki Master/Teacher & Healer Rest, relax, enjoy this
wonderful ancient form of healing in delightful garden setting. May bring sense of peace and calmness
as your mind body and spirit returns to balance and harmony. Suitable treatment for all.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494
Jean Atley, Reiki Master Practitioner/Teacher, Crystal Master Practitioner/Teacher. A gentle
treatment that heals and balances the body and mind, removing physical and emotional blocks
that may be causing illness or anxiety. Reiki can be enhanced by working with crystals also.
Treatments and courses available.
Email: mail@jeanatley.co.uk - www.jeanatley.co.uk - Tel: 01322 292892
Jill Clarkson
Independent Reiki Teacher offers treatment and training in Reiki at all levels
Mild to moderate mental health clients accepted (retired RMN) Cert Counselling UKC.
Concessions available.
Email: jilliandawnclarkson@gmail.com - Tel: 0794 6096805.
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Shamanic Healing
Hazel of the Grove IPTI Dip Hyp. An experienced Shamanic Practitioner that offers deep
and profound life changing Energetic and Spiritual work. Re-membering Therapy includes
Entity and Karmic Release, Soul Retrieval, Past Life Therapy, access to and release from
limiting belief structures and recurring patterns, Sound Healing and Energy Re-alignment.
Also offering Shamanic Journey, Power Animal Work, Clairvoyant Tarot Reading, Soul
Midwifery, Multi/Past Life Regression, Space Cleansing, Ceremony and Mentoring. All this
work provides Clarity, Guidance, Healing and Self Empowerment greatly assisting one on
their own Journey of Self Healing and Awakening. Free 15 min phone consultations available
www.hazelshealinggrove.co.uk Tel 01227 637582 / 07884230541
email hazelshealinggrove@gmail.com

Sound Therapy
Naomy Browton As a Holistic Voice Therapist I can help with vocal confidence as in singing,
speaking your truth, setting healthy boundaries etc. I can also support you to use your voice
as the medium to explore and express non-voice issues on emotional or physical level.
On top of this I offer a nurturing relaxing lie down treatment using sound therapy (voice,
drum, gongs, himalayan bowls) and run regular group sessions and workshops around
East Kent.
01227 741802 07955950223 naomy7@hotmail.co.uk
www.sacredvoicehealingdrum.co.uk

Thermo-Auricular Therapy (see Hopi Ear Candling)
Yoga
Jean Atley, BWY, Yth Dip (YBT) ITEC, CThA Yoga Teacher/Therapist, Aromatherapist.
General & specialist classes - Pregnancy, Postnatal, ME, MS, Parkinson’s and other
conditions. Individual tuition avail. Dartford/Longfield/Gravesend/Meopham. Aromatherapy
and Pregnancy Massage, Baby Massage Instruction.
www.jeanatley.co.uk - Tel: 01322 292892
Angela Brier-Stephenson PFL Dip, MPFLS, Mindfulness & BWY Yoga Teacher, MCIPD
Small, friendly adult Mindful Yoga classes in Westgate-on-Sea. In today’s frantic world we need to
ensure we nourish our resources of resilience and compassion. Mindful Yoga combines Mindfulness
practices with physical posture work (asanas), breathing and relaxation techniques. Mindful Yoga is
the integration of body, mind and breath. Classes and 1:1 sessions available. Beginners or those with
an interest in exploring Mindfulness and Yoga are warmly welcomed.
Tel: 07971 653 976 - Email: info@anotherjourneybegins.com www.anotherjourneybegins.com
www.facebook.com/anotherjourneybegins - Twitter: @AJBAngela
To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111
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October - December
October
The new moon on 9/10/18 is at 15 48
degrees Libra so the fresh new energy
may highlight the relationship and
]creative areas in life for us. Making
new friends and learning how to relate
better to ourselves, others and our
path in life generally could bring new
insights.
Previous to the new moon, on 5/10/18,
Venus moves into retrograde at 10 50
degrees Scorpio reawakening relating
issues which we may wish to take a
different look at. As Wayne Dyer often
says: ‘If you change the way you look at
things, the things you look at change…’
The full moon is at 01 13 degrees
Taurus on 24/10/18 and may then see
us putting into practice what we have
learned, if any stubborn behaviour
patterns such as jealousy or
possessiveness should arise to test us!
As we develop more empathy and
consciousness of how we relate to
others then new ground may be
discovered in our expanding awareness
of ourselves and our old behaviours.
To assist us to explore new and
practical ways of living and relating,
Pluto moves direct on 2/10/18 at 18
45 degrees Capricorn. All that we may
28

have learnt and planned since Pluto
went retro on 22/4/18 may begin to
come to fruition and the key may be to
show kindness and compassion to
ourselves and others at this time.

November
The new moon on 7/11/18 at 15 11
degrees Scorpio may encourage us to
continue the transformation of
ourselves or anything in our lives
which we may have become aware of
as needing to be updated or improved
in any way. Life is renewed in Scorpio,
transformed or evolving energy which
may bring opportunities for rebirth and
fresh starts as well as necessary
endings.
Following the new moon Jupiter moves
into Sagittarius after a year spent in
Scorpio. If Jupiter represents growth
and enjoyment of life this may have
brought us hard and serious lessons
along the way. However, as Jupiter
moves into its own sign of Sagittarius
the new energy may show us the
wisdom of those life lessons and the
joy of having grown inside ourselves
and the benefits the growth may be
bringing.
Venus moves direct on 16/11/18 at 25
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2018 Astrology
14 degrees Libra, revealing yet more
new insights on life and relating
gained since going retrograde on
5/10/18.
Mercury will become retrograde on
17/11/18 at 13 28 Sagittarius for
three weeks and enables that which is
not yet resolved in our experience to be
looked at again maybe with the help of
others or places from the past. Clarity
and being attentive to what is actually
being said or made known, may assist
us to look at things in a very different
way.
The full moon on 23/11/18 at 00 52
degrees Gemini brings more
opportunities for communication
during the retrograde Mercury and may
push us to get busy but don’t forget to
have some time to relax and reflect on
what is being said or planned.
Finally, on 25/11/18, Neptune moves
direct at 13 41 degrees Pisces after
having been retrograde since 18/6/18.
This may add to the new clarity we
have in our lives and assist our
empathy and creativity going forwards,
as Neptune moves towards the
midpoint of its own sign, potentially
bringing new insight and inspiration to
us.

December
The new moon on 7/12/18 at 15 07
degrees Sagittarius may introduce a
feeling of joy to the areas of life which
may have experienced the most
growth this year for us. The habitually
busy period before Christmas may
keep us from reflecting on just how
much may have been achieved and
which should be celebrated in itself
over the holidays.
Mercury goes direct on 6/12/18 and at
27 17 degrees Scorpio, may make us
realise how deep and intense a time
we have experienced in the previous
three weeks and to encourage us to
consider a peaceful time with friends
and family over Christmas and New
Year.

I have been working as an
astrologer for 23 years with
customers from around the UK
and the world. I studied with
Margaret Koolman originally, also
teaching astrology and writing
articles for many periodicals
including Prediction magazine.
My contact numbers are
01303 210754 and
07714 259214.
Cathy Tredgett

To
To advertise
advertise in
in our
our magazine
magazine or
or website
website please
please call
call 01622
01622 757111
757111
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I N S I D E O U T H E A LT H C A R E C L I N I C

Clinic of Biological &
Complementary Medicine
l Diagnostic

Testing l Allergy & Intolerance Testing
l Phenolics Testing l Homotoxicology l Flower Essences
l Clinical & Complex Homeopathy l Health Care Products
Some of the acute and chronic conditions treated

l Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome
l Virus
l Bacteria
l Parasites
l Fungal Conditions
l Respiratory Disorders
l Cystic Fibrosis

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Rhinitis
Hypertension
Circulation Disorders
Arthritis
Rheumatism
Gout
Skin Problems
Fibromyalgia

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

ME
Lymes
Lupus
Hay Fever
Glandular Fever
Tiredness
Colitis
IBS

l Endometriosis
l Miscarriage
l Kidney/Urinary
Problems
l Prostatitis
l Gum Disease
l Eye Problems

Every health condition has a root cause!
We treat the cause not just the symptom!

By appointment only: T: 01732 810613

E: bettyclarke@btconnect.com

To advertise in our magazine or website please call 01622 757111

